Flomasta instruction manual

Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! Product No 4672F Magnetic Filter for Central Heating Systems 22mm Compression Maximum Pressure 10 bar at 82C Instruction Manual Watersmith UK Ltd BA22 8RT Please retain for future reference 1TOOLKIT October 2008Warranty: The 2 year limited warranty is subject to the
following terms and conditions: I. That the filter has been correctly installed and serviced in accordance with the instructions herein provided. The warranty does not cover damage or defects caused as a result of improper installation or servicing. II. That the filter has not been tampered with or misused. III. That the filter has not been modified in any
way. IV. That the filters label and unique serial number has not been removed. V. That the filter is returned at the purchasers own cost together with proof of purchase in the form of an original receipt or invoice (which will be returned). VI. The sole and exclusive remedy under this warranty is for the repair or replacement of the filter and no other
remedy including but not limited to incidental or consequential damage or loss, irrespective of nature shall be available. VII. This warranty will not cover any associated installation costs incurred as a result of the filter being defective. VIII. Our decision on matters relating to warranty claims shall be final. This warranty does not affect your statutory
rights. Spare Parts: For warranty and spare parts, in the first instance, please call our help line number 0845 880 60 50 Introduction: Thank you for purchasing this Flomasta Magnetic Filter 22mm, which has been designed and manufactured in Great Britain under a quality management system, registered to ISO 9001 and an environmental
management system registered to ISO 14001. Key features of this design which are protected by GB Patent number 2 490 898 and European Patent application number 2 524 730 are the bottom mounted air bleed point, the ease with which the canister can be fully emptied and that the canister can also double as a dosing point for liquid water
treatment chemicals. The body and lid are manufactured from Zytel nylon resin and can withstand a maximum pressure of 10 Bar at 82C. Why fit a magnetic filter? Radiator panels provide the largest surface area of a central heating system where they act as heat emitters. They are usually made of mild steel, which is highly reactive to corrosion.
Even with a quality corrosion inhibitor installed, low levels of corrosion can occur. In the absence of air this is usually black magnetite, which is magnetic in nature and which can therefore be captured with a magnet. Although magnetite is seven times heavier than water and quite happy to sit in the bottom of the radiator from whence it came, some
particles are dispersed around the system by the flow. If a magnetic filter does not collect these particles, they will surely end up trapped in the next device with electro-magnetic properties; the circulator pump where they will cause premature wear. The magnetic filter can also double as a sampling point to analyse the system water, or become the
treatment point for liquid chemical additives. The table below shows some water conditions and suggested remedial action that can be determined from visual inspection of the contents of the filter canister: Water Condition Suggested Remedial Action Clear water, no magnetite System appears to be corrosion free inspect annually. Top up inhibitor
every one to three years Clear water, magnetite build up System is corroding. Clean filter, add inhibitor, inspect every one to three months Black water, magnetite build up System is corroding badly. Clean the system consider Power Flushing, then add inhibitor on final fill Orange water, no magnetite System is corroding due to ingress of air
investigate mechanical fault then clean the system then add inhibitor on final fill Orange water, magnetite build up System is corroding due to ingress of air and likely absence of inhibitor. Investigate mechanical fault. Clean the system consider Power Flushing, then add inhibitor on final fill Zytel is a registered trademark of DuPont. Flomasta and
associated trademarks are used under license from Watersmith (UK) Ltd., BA22 8RT. Installation Instructions: Only a competent person such as a qualified heating engineer should install the device. 1. Locate a suitable site for the filter to allow access and servicing. We recommend that you fit it on the return. Do not fit it between the boiler and the
overflow on open vented systems. 2. Release heating system pressure and drain the pipe-run where the filter is to be located. (It may be necessary to drain the whole system). 3. The filter has been designed to facilitate various inlet and outlet configurations. Most configurations will require Elbows. For soldering we recommend 2 x Solder Ring Elbow
22mm or for compression we recommend 2 x Compression Elbow 22mm and the fitting instructions (which follow) are based around dimensions of these Elbows. For clarity the recommended solder and compression fittings require the same dimension of cut out. 4. Vertical pipe runs: measure and mark a 109mm section and remove the marked
section with a rotary tube cutter. Create 64mm and 106mm lengths of 22mm copper pipe to attach between the respective elbow and compression fitting on the inlet/outlet. [Tip: re-use the cut-out section] The inlet and outlet isolation valves should face the wall for a compact installation. The diagram shows how to mount the filter on the left of the
pipe-run (looking from the wall). To mount the filter on the right of a pipe run simply swivel the isolation valves through 180 and swap the 106mm length to the upper position and the 64mm length to the lower position. 42.00106.0 cut copper tube64.0 cut copper tube73.070.0COMPRESSION FITTINGS42.0109.0 70.0106.0 cut copper
tubeVERTICAL64.0 cut copper tubeVERTICAL SOLDER FITTINGS42.0134.0 cut copper tubeHORIZONTALHORIZONTAL73.070.064.00 cut copper tube109.064.0 cut copper tube70.042.00134.0 cut copper tubeHorizontal pipe runs: measure and mark a 73mm section and remove the marked section with a rotary tube cutter. Create 64mm and 134mm
lengths of 22mm copper pipe to attach between the respective elbow and compression fitting on the inlet/outlet. [Tip: re-use the cut-out section] 5. Lubricate the olives within the isolation valves with jointing compound, and tighten the compression fittings. 6. Loosely secure the canister to the valves ensuring the canister is upright and square. Dont
fit the washers at this point as you are pre-assembling the filter to assess it for fit. Providing everything lines up proceed to the next step, otherwise make any necessary adjustments. 7. Loosen off the valve flange nuts and insert the washers. Thoroughly tighten the flange nuts, taking care not to over tighten. DO NOT leave the washers out. Tighten
the lid retaining-ring only by hand. 8. Refill the heating system, ensuring the inlet and outlet valves are both in the OPEN position, with the drain valve in the CLOSED position. 9. Start the heating system. Have a bucket ready to collect spillage and open the drain valve to purge air from the filter. Close the drain valve once water begins to flow. Bleed
the filter again after the system has come up to temperature. Take care when doing so as the water expelled will be hot. Observe the unit, checking that there are no leaks. 10. The unit has now been successfully commissioned. If fitted correctly it will be silent in operation. We suggest its serviced annually to remove any particulate matter that it has
collected. This could be done at the same time the boiler is serviced. 42.00106.0 cut copper tube64.0 cut copper tube73.070.0COMPRESSION FITTINGS42.0109.0 70.0106.0 cut copper tubeVERTICAL64.0 cut copper tubeVERTICAL SOLDER FITTINGS42.0134.0 cut copper tubeHORIZONTALHORIZONTAL73.070.064.00 cut copper tube109.064.0 cut
copper tube70.042.00134.0 cut copper tubeAnnual Servicing Requirement: 1. Before commencing any service work, turn off the boiler and isolate the electrical supply. Wait for the temperature to cool before undertaking any work to avoid scalding. Turn both isolating valves to the OFF position. Have a bucket ready to collect spillage and OPEN the
drain valve to release internal pressure. CLOSE the drain valve again to free your hand. 2. Open the lid by turning the retaining-ring anticlockwise using the service spanner. Remove the inner lid, by lifting upwards to withdraw the magnet. 3. Withdraw the snorkel. Some debris may stick to the non-magnetic snorkel but the remaining debris will fall
to the bottom of the canister. 4. Have a bucket ready to collect spillage and reopen the drain valve to allow the debris to escape. Rinse out the canister with fresh water and clean the snorkel, lid, O-ring, magnet and mesh before reassembling. 5. Tighten the lid retaining-ring only by hand. Ensure the inlet and outlet valves are both in the OPEN
position, with the drain valve in the CLOSED position. Start the heating system. 6. Have a bucket ready to collect spillage and open the drain valve to purge air from the filter. Close the valve once water b
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